Display & Sale of Jute Bags by the IGG at the Exhibition

Retailing of Sarees to Neighbourhood Women
Display and Sale of Artificial flowers, Candles at the Exhibition

Display & Sale of Artificial Jewellery
Repacking of groceries in small quantities for Neighbourhood Sales by the IGG
Sale of Sarees at the Weekend Market

Women Trained as Homeguards
Skill Training on making Diwali Festival Decorative Articles:
Partially Sponsored by Canara Bank for the IGGs
Area Development Work Supervision by the Area Women
Repairing and laying of by lane
Laying of Paverblocks on the Roads
Leadership Development Programme for the NHGs by Central Board of Workers Education. Ministry of Labour, Govt. of India.
HIV/AIDS Mainstreaming

- Exhibition Stall
- Street Play
- Pamphlet Distribution by the Women
Children’s Extra Curricular Activity

Children’s visit to Police Station
Training on Legal Aid

Womens’ Day
Delegation to the Public Distribution System Office

Bus Service to the Area
Visit of the Bank Manager to the IGGs for Inspection
Garib Nagar Snapshots

Initial Survey after the Fire

Registration for PAN Card
Supplementary Classes
Recreation near the Railway Station where they lived
Supplementary Classes
Nutrition Food Packets
Nutrition Food Packets

Awaiting For a Better Tomorrow
Visit of the Lord Mayor of Stuttgart to BUILD’s Project Area

The Stuttgart Delegate interacting with the women from our IGG
The Stuttgart Delegation interacting with the people of our Project Area